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It's time for you to believe 'cause you're all he's got
You're all that seems to work
And it's obvious that there's something right
But tearing at the seam is the dying boy inside

It's not the re-occurrence of any other pain
That makes a man feel so ashamed
It's like the weight of the world's on your spinal cord
'Cause we were meant for more

Withstand this tragedy
Give me a new breath with a new heartbeat
Withhold your apathy
'Cause the enemy is hiding down below 
And far beneath our cities (Yea they're far beneath our
cities)

Just don't forget, just don't forget everything
And it's obvious that, it's obvious that
The pressure is building, is building
We live alone, we live alone, alone
(Let your head do the thinking and your heart do the
speaking)

Courage, these walls can't hold you
Honesty, it's time for a breakthrough
This chain of events will cost more than your dollars
and cents

Maybe you've seen the light but it's old news
Maybe you've lost connection, affection, obsession

The competition begins when you want it to, want it to
end
And the fight doesn't care who wins, who wins
So we believe in a love that breeds
Forgiveness to all who have sinned

A young heart has the room to grow, to truly love and
bare the soul
Aren't we all but fragile ones quick to fear and scared
to love?
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Withstand this tragedy
Give me a new breath with a new heartbeat
Withhold your apathy
'Cause the enemy is hiding down below 
And far beneath our cities (Yea they're far beneath our
cities)
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